Stone Grey PLANO

Fronts:
Gloss laminate
1 mm gloss polymer edges
Worktop:
Ferrostone Plumb Grey

Image Code:

0122370G01D2008

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

When we leave behind a stage in our life
automatically another one with new hopes
and illusions starts. Without a doubt, a good
way to start to enjoy it is renovating those
spaces in which we spend a lot of our time by
creating ambiences that fit the new
possibilities that we can see on the horizon.

A L-shaped kitchen with two well defined
areas

Santos always looks to achieve maximum
functionality without forgetting the
aesthetics. The solutions applied to the
integration of electrical appliances in the
kitchen are a clear example of this.

The washing and cooking mono-block. This
area is solved in a space 360 cm by 67,5 cm.
The wall area is reserved for de kitchen hood
and storage. All furniture fronts have folded
open and are made of white glass.
The column area: where we integrate
electrical appliances: fridge and oven.

The tall unit area has a discrete ventilation
system that contributes to the correct
functioning of the fridge and prolongs its
lifetime. The extractable hood is integrated in
the lighting profile once it is closed giving a
unified look and also aiding the cleaning of
this area.
Achieving beauty with the minimum
elements: the assisted opening system makes
the absence of handles possible, conceding
all the prominence of the front to the
harmony of the lines and the stone grey
finish.
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SAA. Assisted opening system
Often, while working in the kitchen we realise
that we need to open a drawer but our hands
are occupied… Who hasn't seen themselves
in such a situation?

The assisted opening system (SAA) is
thought of to facilitate access to the drawer
interiors, even those that have a heavier load:
with the SAA it you no longer have to make
an effort to pull because with a brief touch
the drawer opens smoothly.
Anyone, no matter their age or physical
capacity, can benefit from the horizontal
projection proposed by Santos.

Handle less kitchens have the advantage that
they are easier to maintain because they
don't have external elements that make
cleaning more difficult.
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Folding door system

Sink unit with an interior drawer

Ventilation system

Folding doors allow us working with nothing
in our way, even when units are open.
Además, facilita el acceso a su interior,
donde los estantes de vidrio permiten tenerlo
todo al alcance de la vista, incluso en las
baldas más elevadas.

In the kitchen, solutions adapted to the user's
needs are always appreciated. Santos offers
a wide variety of sink units in horizontal and
vertical formats offering various options for
distribution, waste classification and an
optimum interior organisation.

Santos always looks to achieve maximum
functionality without forgetting the
aesthetics. The solutions applied to the
integration of electrical appliances in the
kitchen are a clear example of this.

Besides, this system makes access to the
interior of the unit easier. With glass shelves
we have all in sight.

The sink unit equipped with an inner drawer
manages to organise four waste bins and the
cleaning utensils in just 60 cm.
The parts of the sink unit that are most likely
to come into contact with water are built with
laminated marine board as standard, a
material that is very resistant to humidity,
detergents and wear. If the user wishes, it is
possible to build the whole unit in this
material.

The tall unit area has a discrete ventilation
system that contributes to the correct
functioning of the fridge and prolongs its
lifetime.

